
MINUTES 
TOWN OF QUARTZSITE 

SPECIAL MEETING 

of the 

PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION 
465 NORTH PLYMOUTH A VENUE 

MONDAY, JANUARY 7, 2019 at 6:00 P.M. 

CALL TO ORDER: 6:00 p.m. 

Chairperson Collier called the Special Meeting to order at 6:00 p.m. 

INVOCATION: None. 

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE: Chairperson Collier led the Pledge of Allegiance. 

ROLL CALL: 

Chairperson David Collier, present 
Commissioner Dennis Dole, absent 
Commissioner Dennis Kuehl arrived at 6:05 p.m. 
Commissioner Mark Church, present 
Commissioner Dan Heaton, present 
Commissioner Karey Amon, present 
Vacant Seat 

Staff Present: Jim Ferguson, Town Manager; Tracey Hess, Community Development; Tina 
Abriani, Town Clerk 

1. CALL TO THE PUBLIC, ANNOUNCEMENTS AND COMMUNICATIONS FROM
CITIZENS

None. 

BUSINESS 

2. MINUTES - Consider approval of the minutes of the Planning and Zoning Commission
Special Meeting of December 4, 2018.

Commissioner Church moved to approve those minutes, and Commissioner Amon seconded the 
motion. 

Vote: MOTION CARRIED (summary: Yes= 4). 
Yes: Chairperson Collier, Commissioner Church, Commissioner Heaton, Commissioner Amon. 
Absent: Commissioner Dole and Commissioner Kuehl 

3. CONTINUED DISCUSSION OF ANIMAL CODE - An Ordinance of the Common
Council of the Town of Quartzsite, Arizona, Amending the Zoning Articles of The Town of
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Quartzsite, Arizona By Amending Article V Uses Pennitted in each Zoning District and 
Additional Requirements and Clarifications for Uses permitted in each Zoning District, 
Section 2 The Following are Additional Requirements and/or Clarifications for Uses 
Pennitted in Each Zoning District by Amending Paragraph 4, Subparagraph B Related to 
Fann Animals in the Town; Providing for Repeal of Conflicting Ordinances; Providing for 
Severability; and Providing Penalties - with possible recommendation to the Town Council 
to adopt the ordinance. 

Commissioner Church said he did not see anything about zoning, what zones an animal can be kept 
in. 

Town Manager Ferguson said it is in our book. 

Tracey Hess, Community Development, said the book currently states that in SR, RA5, and she 
thinks it notes it also in SR43. She said she knows for certain she has to read through SR43 and the 
others to make sure that they are allowed; but as of right now, SR is the one that definitely states 
that you can allow fann animals. 

Commissioner Church said he did not necessarily see anything specifying that they can only be kept 
in a certain zone within the Town limits. 

Commissioner Heaton asked if it was correct that it is under Suburban Ranch. 

Town Manager Ferguson responded basically yes. 

Commissioner Church said if animals are in a Suburban Ranch zone, he would not see a problem 
with that. He asked why people would complain about animals in a Suburban Ranch area; and then

these animals cannot be kept in other areas, except for maybe pets, such as dogs, cats and birds, 
within reason of course. 

Tracey Hess, Community Development, said SR is Suburban Ranch, SR43 is Suburban Residential. 

Commissioner Kuehl took his seat at 6:05 p.m. 

Commissioner Heaton said SR43 has no animal availability in that particular zoning. 

Tracey Hess, Community Development replied right; on the definition for that it does not state 
animals. 

Commissioner Heaton asked if it was correct that fann animals, designated by X4, only relates to 
RA5 and Suburban Ranch. 

Tracey Hess, Community Development, and Town Manager Ferguson both replied correct. 

Commissioner Heaton said so that is where it is in the book. He asked if it was correct that she is 
looking at the Town Planning and Zoning Handbook. 
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Tracey Hess, Community Development, answered yes, and Town Manager Ferguson answered 
correct. 

Chairperson Collier invited the public to comment. 

Jeron Mumme, Town resident, said in reading this, he has a problem with it and does not think they 
should recommend it to the Town Council. He explained that he does not think it is any of 
government's business how many animals people have on their land, within reason. He commented 
that he thinks people should be smart enough not to have nine horses on one acre. He added that 
nowhere in the point system does it mention chickens. He asked if that would mean people could 
have 50 chickens on their land. He said he does not think the Commission should recommend it to 
the Town Council. 

Commissioner Church asked if that would be under the poultry. 

Chairperson Collier asked what the classification of chickens is, fowl or bird. 

Tracey Hess, Community Development, answered it is poultry. 

Chairperson Collier asked if it was correct that poultry is not considered as farm animals. 

Tracey Hess, Community Development, said she thinks it was ducks, chickens and maybe turkeys, 
but she is not certain. 

Chairperson Collier asked if they are in a different classification than farm animals. 

Tracey Hess, Community Development, said if she remembers correctly, when the subcommittee 
was doing this, they excluded the poultry part of it out of this portion of it. She said she did not 
think they added it in anywhere else. 

Commissioner Church said it sounds like we might need more work on it. 

Commissioner Kuehl said if it does not appear to be in there, and if it is not in what was read, then 
maybe we should revisit that, and have it included. He said if it is under poultry, then give examples 
of what poultry indicates, such as turkeys; the thing is to identify it, how many turkeys can you 
have. 

Tracey Hess, Community Development, read from the Zoning Articles, "animals for each additional 
acre and all livestock and poultry kept shall be kept confined to the premises by erection and 
maintenance of a stock-tight fence." 

Commissioner Heaton asked if that does in fact open it up for poultry. 

Tracey Hess, Community Development, replied that what is in the book now does state poultry. 

Commissioner Heaton said what we are changing is evidently just related to farm animals, which is 
a different classification than rabbits, chickens, etc.; not saying that we should not look into that. 
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Commissioner Heaton said he is just indicating that he thinks that what we are considering does not 
take that into effect in what would be in effect would be the code as it is written now. He asked 
Town Manager Ferguson ifhe would agree with that. 

Town Manager Ferguson replied in the affirmative. He said it seems like as we revisit it, we are 
finding a lot of different kinds of things that were not considered by the subcommittee that the 
Commission appointed. He said he thinks we are at that point that these kinds of suggestions need 
to be taken by the staff to try to incorporate those as best we can with the assistance of our attorney 
so that we can get something that we can pass on to the Council, otherwise, every time we meet, 
there is going to be one more thing. He explained that this was an issue that was actually discussed 
sometime way back when as to why this subcommittee had not handled it and here we are again. 

Town Manager Ferguson noted that he would really like to try to talk about these things with the 
Commission and try to get a sense of which ones are critical enough that we get them in there and 
get it moved on to the Council. 

Commissioner Kuehl said if we are working on establishing an ordinance, then perhaps we should 
include whatever; any poultry is open. He said he agrees; he would hate to live next to 50 chickens 
and five turkeys; so maybe it should be identified and then put it to sleep. 

Alex Edwards, from Bouse, said she went to the La Paz County Board of Supervisors about this 
particular problem in her area of Bouse. She spoke of a neighbor with one acre and nine horses, 
who has had as many as 13 to 14 horses on that same one acre. Ms. Edwards commented that they 
have had a problem with the smell and the flies. She indicated that she thinks that keeping the 
facility clean and making sure that the manure is removed on a regular timeline will help with the 
fly and smell problem, which should also be addressed. She said she called the State and they said 
there is nothing wrong with nine to fourteen horses on an acre, as long as the horses are fed and 
watered. She spoke about the need for horses to get exercise. She said she thought those were things 
that Quartzsite needs to look at when they make a decision. 

Commissioner Kuehl asked if the only thing holding everything up is the definition of poultry. 

Commissioner Church said we kind of have a fifty-fifty split as far as approval or disapproval of 
this. 

Commissioner Kuehl asked what the disagreements are based on. He asked for this information, he 
said, because he missed a couple of meetings. 

Chairperson Collier explained that we had several people show up and we are all in favor of it, but 
we did have one or two people who had problems with having animals, totally. He said we are just 
giving this another chance to go around and discuss the ideas if there are any more objections out 
there. He thanked the audience for attending the meeting and addressed them asking for input on 
whether or not we should go on with the way it is with the point system and go from there. 

Commissioner Kuehl said from what he has heard tonight, the main concern is poultry. 

Commissioner Heaton asked if this was the time for public participation. 
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Chairperson Collier invited those wishing to speak to come up to the lectern. 

Al Boss, Quartzsite resident, said he and his wife have a horse and a mule and would like to keep 
them down here. He explained that they are trying to keep that place the way they think it should be 
at least for horses, as clean and odor free as much as possible. They are working on different 
methods. He indicated they were on the subcommittee and somehow overlooked the poultry. He 
said we are in favor of the ordinance and believe the Commission should recommend it to the 
Council. He said he believes the point system came from Camp Verde over north of Phoenix which 
as far as he can tell is a very similar situation. He said we think it is a reasonable solution to allow 
people to keep animals. 

Mr. Boss noted that he wants to be involved with creating regulations about keeping the animals 
and their areas clean. 

There was a discussion of how many horses are in Town. 

Linda Taylor, winter resident of Quartzsite who owns property here, said she is very familiar with 
the horse and the mule that are here in Town and the care that they are given. She said you evidently 
have some kind of resolution where only two animals, two horses, are allowed on a one-acre piece 
of property and then asked if that was correct. 

Commissioner Heaton explained that now, you have to have over two acres in order to have farm 
animals. He said we are considering a resolution that would open that up to more animals on less 
acreage. 

Ms. Taylor said the Commission might take into consideration the condition that the horse and the 
mule are in down here on their vote for this resolution. She said they are well-taken care of, and you 
evidently have some way of monitoring the care that the animals are getting under your city policies 
of some kind. She said she lives across the wash from people who have turkeys, chickens and ducks 
and they are not a problem for her at all; she kind of enjoys the sounds of them. 

Commission Church asked if, with what we have right now, we receive complaints about animals. 

Tracey Hess, Community Development, replied that she thinks we have only received one 
complaint regarding the horses once, but it was not about a nuisance or anything; it was just about 
them being in Town. She said she has received a complaint regarding chickens and ducks twice, she 
believes. 

Chairperson Collier asked, "In how long?" 

Tracey Hess, Community Development, responded that she has only been in this position just over 
two years. 

Town Manager Ferguson said he has spent more time in this chamber on this ordinance than he has 
dealing with any complaint. 

Com.missioner Church asked if these ducks and chickens are in the Suburban Ranch Zone. 
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Tracey Hess, Community Development, answered yes. She said it is more about the noise. 

Town Manager Ferguson noted that when we started off on this, there were some needed minor 
fixes in our current ordinance and some clarifications. He explained that we have another section of 
the code in animals where it says no swine - none; then in this section, one; so, we were trying to 
clean that up and then it kind of exploded from there. He said, now, we have a more complex issue 
to deal with. 

J eron Mumme said in his opinion, if we are spending more time on this ordinance than we have on 
any complaint, why are we wanting to change the whole system? 

Commissioner Kuehl said a lot of our ordinances contradict each other. He said we have been 
reviewing and clarifying all the ordinances they have worked on so far; when it came to the fann 
animals, residents became a lot more verbal because, he believes, they were feeling that we were 
saying, 'no you can't have any'. He said 4-H became involved and their big concern was the 
children and the animals for the children, and then it started snowballing. Next, Commissioner 
Kuehl explained, they asked for a subcommittee to be established and it was, and they worked very 
arduously on it. He indicated the subcommittee put in a lot of time trying to come up with some 
type of a standard for the Town, followed by continuous reviews. 

Commissioner Kuehl said, however, if there are no standards, there are no standards; someone 
could have 50 chickens right next door to you, and that is also what we are trying to establish. He 
commented that it would be a standard where everyone complies to prevent issues. 

Commissioner Kuehl said maybe staff could include poultry; as far as cleanliness and hygiene of 
one's area, that is already written; the thing is compliance. He said people should be caring enough 
to take care of their animals. 

Commissioner Heaton said he does not know about resolution on tonight's agenda as far as that 
goes because what astonished him when he was a participant in the audience of the meeting when 
Dr. Range presented the formula that we are considering under this ordinance, was there was no 
discussion by the Planning and Zoning Commission at all. 

Commissioner Heaton noted that there was an acceptance to that and it was sent off to Council. He 
explained that as a member of the audience, he thought that was fine; Council is going to look at it ·
and they are going to be able to determine whether 45 chickens is too many, that would be their 
function. He said no, that was not their function whatsoever; their function was to present it in a 
form of an ordinance; so, consequently, in his opinion, we never discussed individual numbers on 
these animals. He expounded by asking what a pygmy goat is and who determines that, and why 
there are two rather than one; he said we need to have information on whether these animals are 
good, bad or indifferent. 

Commission Heaton explained that is what he meant by saying he did not feel that a resolution 
could be made this quickly, but we do not need to concern the Townspeople with all of our jargon 
until we get it finalized. He said we should have a definite plan and then go forward from there; he 
said that actually we do have a definite plan; he just does not think it has been leavened or looked at 
the way it should have been looked at. 
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Commissioner Kuehl said we have asked for Town participation because in the past we did not, 
now the residents have an opportunity to give input and the Commission has an opportunity to 
explain the proposed ordinance. 

Commissioner Heaton commented that the reason we asked for participation from the Town 
residents, is because five years ago, we were not asking for that participation. He noted that there 
were Commissioners on dais who really did not have much concern about what the residents had to 
say, so four years ago, we started opening up and having workshops to get input from the residents. 
He said that gave the residents the opportunity to voice their opinions and gave the Commission the 
opportunity to clarify what they were doing and to explain and clarify the whole process of 
whatever ordinance they were working on. 

There was a discussion of public hearings and public discussions. 

Jeron Mumme said he agrees; he thinks we should hear more from the public because it affects the 
public; he would, personally, like to hear from everyone in attendance. He indicated that if it talces a 
year, that is how long it talces to get the public's perspective on issues and get a good ordinance that 
everyone agrees with. 

Chairperson Collier explained that this is a Special Meeting especially for this purpose, so the 
people in the audience can tell the Commission what they want to see. 

Shanana Rain Golden-Bear, Quartzsite citizen and resident, said there are a couple of issues she has 
had with this ordinance; it seems a little incomplete. She said the one from Camp Verde contained 
language regarding limiting farm animals to outside of residential areas; there is nothing in this 
ordinance; it was kind of deleted. She explained that some of it was just copied and pasted, and her

concern is Camp Verde is a totally different ecological system than what we have here in 
Quartzsite. She noted that there is a reference to the nuisance code, in this ordinance; that code has 
not been codified yet. She said we are all talking, 'that will all be all talcen care of in the nuisance 
code'. She said there is not much in the nuisance code yet, and she knows that will be changed, but 
it could not be changed; it could talce another year. 

Shanana Rain Golden-Bear spoke about 4-H already being allowed to have certain animals. She 
said if you are really concerned about a 4-H group, the kids having the animals, then she suggests 
having a code or an ordinance that would address how the 4-H could have their animals on what 
size property. She said the Town of Parker has a fee structure and a form to fill out for the 4-H kids. 
She noted that the discussion in the past has been what about the kids; this ordinance does not talk 
too much about kids, but it opens everything up in the whole Town; so, all of these animals could be 
in Suburban Ranch, not Suburban Residential. 

Shanana Rain Golden-Bear noted another challenge, chicken and poultry. She said she feels they 
should be addressed and included. She said to remember this is not just about the 4-H or any 
particular person with a mule or a horse right now; this is about the whole community. She 
commented that we have had a lot of new people coming into Town this year to visit. At the 
Chamber, she has heard many questions from the new folks about how things are in the community 
and what the atmosphere is here. She noted that there are over 60 RV parks. She said she has 
explained to people who have not been here before that we are kind of like an island; we are totally 
surrounded by government BLM land, State land and desert. 
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Shanana Rain Golden-Bear commented that we are not a sprawling community, and we do not have 
a lot of rural, rural spread out areas. She noted that we do have areas that have pockets of desert 
even within our community. She said we are basically land-locked, and we do not get to spread out; 
so, we do have some of those limitations. 

Terry Pierson, one of the 4-H leaders, a parent and an owner of farm animals, said he enjoys having 
the animals and being around them. He shared his feeling that this needs to proceed and get fixed, 
but not blaming one particular group. He said it does need to move forward one way or another; we 
have a lot of kids who participate in the 4-H group and they are hoping to add more and more 
animals in years to come. He asked that it please, be moved forward. 

Tracey Hess, Community Development, said currently in the code, under the Zoning Article 4. B, 
even the 4-H animals are required to have at least two acres in order to keep animals currently. She 
noted that even the 4-H members are not in compliance with the animal code as it is written today. 
She advised that the majority of the residents who have any type of farm animals in Quartzsite, are 
not in compliance with the code because there are very few parcels, within the Town limits, that 
have two acres or more. 

Town Manager Ferguson added that was one of the first issues that brought this to the Planning and 
Zoning Commission. He said we knew that if we continued with that, we essentially have non
compliance everywhere. 

Commissioner Heaton said that particular area that you were talking about was struck out; there was 
a provision there for 4-H, but that is being stricken under the ordinance that we are considering. He 
said it is actually an impediment, the 4-H people could have used that impetus to have animals, and 
the reason why it was even put in the code was there was a certain amount of impetus to it. He 
indicated that the Council could have 4-H considered as an entity and maybe the Town could get 
BLM to give us some northeast land, maybe five acres. He said that would have been allowable 
underneath the provision that we are striking out; that is not even going to be allowable now; there 
is not going to be any reason for anybody to even mention it. 

Commissioner Heaton said he thinks we are going backwards as far as the 4-H is concerned. He 
said all these things need to be fleshed out and looked at in that light and decisions need to be made; 
it will take time, but it needs to be done. He stated there is a need to look at each individual item 
under this ordinance and try to find out whether that is what we really want. 

Commissioner Church asked if it would be possible for 4-H to get a variance. 

Town Manager Ferguson said he would want to speak with our attorney about the best approach for 
something like that. 

Terry Ross, resident of Quartzsite, said she was told the codes for 4-H are County codes, and Town 
codes do not mean anything; the 4-H is under the County, as far as regulations go. She asked if that 
was true. 

Town Manager Ferguson responded that is not true and explained that any of the codes that the 
Town has, including anything related to 4-H, is applicable and overrides County code. Further, he 
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said, if they are in the unincorporated area, then it is guided by the County; but within the 
incorporated area, our code is the superior code. 

Terry Ross shared that she believes something needs to be done to give the for 4-H kids whatever is 
necessary for the animals that they choose to take to the fair. She commented that they are only for 
six months, not year around; they buy them, make them fat and they auction them off. 

Town Manager Ferguson replied that our current code does allow that, but it is on two acres. 

Terry Ross responded that not that many people have two acres. 

Town Manager Ferguson said that is the point, and one of the reasons this was brought to us in the 
beginning, was that perhaps we need to reduce the size; and then we got into a much broader issue 
from there. 

Al Boss said he is confused because he thought that was exactly what we were doing in this code, 
was to allow 4-H to come into compliance, because with the new code that is being proposed, 4- H 
can have everything but large animals on down to, he believes, a half-acre in the new code. 

Tracey Hess, Community Development, said right, but it does not only limit it to 4-H members or 
FFA. 

Al Boss said it is everybody. 

Town Manager Ferguson noted that this code does exactly what Al Boss was saying, it 
accomplishes that, which is one of the original things that we set out to do and at the same time, it 
treats the entire populous the same. 

Tracey Hess, Community Development, commented that poultry was forgotten. 

Skip Gallup commented that he is a little out of touch because he has been gone for four years and 
is back now, again. He said he is a little confused; not all 4-H-ers, at least in some parts of the 
country, have to have animals; he does not know about here. He commented on opportunities for 4-
H-ers to do things without animals. He spoke of having lived in an area, which was not in a town,
but it appeared to be, the density was residential, and they passed a wonderful ordinance and you
could have chickens and you could have pigs, and it was the biggest mess in the world. He
explained that pigs and chickens are noisy and dirty; all animals have some effect on the
environment. He said what is not in the ordinance is what type of fencing is required.

Mr. Gallup said pigs can be very aggressive and he thinks fencing requirements should be in the 
code. He said he is not anti-4-H; if you allow the animals in Town, he thinks it will have a negative 
effect; he would like to see the two-acre rule enforced and work from that point to try to come up 
with something. 

Town Manager Ferguson noted, for a point of clarification, that the Planning and Zoning 
Commission deals only with the zoning ordinances, which just say, 'this is what is allowed in a 
zone.' Ile said all the fencing issues, and everything are in an entirely different section of the code 
which the municipal Council takes care of. He explained that those things have not been ignored; he 
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said they are, in fact, in our code and will, in fact, be enforced; but what the Planning and Zoning 
Commission has been tasked with is to determine what is allowed in that zone, and that is all. He 
said the rest of the issues are already being dealt with in other section, although, we have a little 
conflict because one says swine is allowed and one says no swine at all; so, there were some 
conflicts that we were trying to clean up. 

Skip Gallup asked if the Town Manager was saying there was a code for fencing to control pigs. 

Town Manager Ferguson replied that we have fencing requirements, yes. He explained there are no 
fencing requirements specifically for pigs; he said it is for pigs and chickens; they are not allowed to 
have animals at large; so, they must be restrained. Again, he said, but that is in a different section of 
our code. 

Chairperson Collier asked if the Commission would be offending anyone if they kept the two-acre 
requirement with a rider for the 4-H people. 

Town Manager Ferguson responded that would be something that could be considered, and he 
would probably want to take that to our attorney to see what the best way is to deal with that 
whether it is some variation of the conditional use. He said there is probably a mechanism out there 
to accomplish that and we just want to run that by our attorney. 

Sarah Boss said she would be offended; she looked at the lots of probably one-quarter of the Town, 
and all of the area that she was looking at was Suburban Ranch. She continued that out of those lots, 
she found probably six or eight that were over two acres; she found a lot that was between one-half 
and one; she found a lot such as hers that was between one and one-half and two and extremely few 
that were over two. Of the ones that she found that were over two, all of them have camper lots on 
them. 

Mrs. Boss said there was not anything other than on the comer of Moon Mountain and Tyson, 
where there is an area that is about four acres that do not have any animals on it, nor does it have a 
trailer park. She said there were none that were not already trailer parks; so, if you are limiting it to 
two and more, your limiting everybody. 

Chairperson Collier asked if the ordinance would work for people if you did a special permit to 
have animals on an inspected piece of property. 

Mrs. Boss said she thinks that if you get down to where every person is required to come and ask 
for something, you are getting into a whole can of worms that you probably do not want. She said if 
you bring it down to an acre, you have more people that have a chance of having animals; but it you 
limit it to two and more acres, you are not going to find anybody. 

Chairperson Collier spoke of the past, his horses here in Town, and horses out at the Main Event. 

Mrs. Boss commented that the thing is not so much how many animals you have on an acre, it is 
how you take care of your animals. She let the Commission know that she would like to be active in 
how people take care of them. 

Chairperson Collier explained that we are still trying to smooth this out so that everybody is happy. 
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Commissioner Church spoke about he and his wife riding their bikes past the horses almost every 
morning, noting he has no issue with odor whatsoever going by there. He added that every once in a 
while, they stop by the fence and say hi to the animals. 

Commissioner Amon suggested that at this point, needing more clarification, she would be able to 
head up another small committee to pick this up, go back over all the issues regarding things that 
have not been addressed, things that do not work between two codes or two areas or two chapters. 
She said she just thinks we need four or five dedicated people to just sit down and hash this thing 
out to come up with something that is a little more comprehensive. 

Commissioner Heaton asked if that would be a subcommittee. 

Commissioner Church replied yes it would. He said he thought we also ought to specify the point 
system which was brought up to ensure that 4-H was included, and it wound up 4-H was not even 
being mentioned in there. He said we ought to specify that that code is for 4-H. 

Town Manager Ferguson noted that it is not really, it is for everybody. 

Commissioner Church responded, then individuals with animals, like with the horse and the mule, 
go for variance or variations and apply to be able to keep an animal. He said it seems that because it 
is for the whole Town, that is where we are having the issue; that could be clarified at the 
subcommittee as well. 

Commission Heato?, said he thought it could be handled right here, with this committee, because we 
are involved we do not need another subcommittee. He addressed Town Manager Ferguson when 
he said he would like to get his opinion on what the regulations are for a subcommittee; and asked if 
they were supposed to be under all of the ARS regulations, and yet there are no minutes involved 
from the subcommittee we had. 

Town Manager Ferguson responded that the creation of a subcommittee of an appointed committee 
is a little awkward, but Commissioner Heaton was correct in the understanding of the normal rules, 
and that would be that even a subcommittee should be open for the general populous. He continued, 
as to whether or not they would have to set a public agenda, etc., that is a little questionable because 
the Commission is not the actual governing body. He said the governing body is the Town Council, 
and if they were to appoint that subcommittee, it clearly would be subject to all open meeting rules. 

Town Manager Ferguson said he thought it was a good practice that any subcommittee that is 
established should be open to the public to be able to come and listen and understand what is being 
talked about and to give input. 

Commissioner Church said if we do that again, they could probably clear up this poultry thing and 
maybe we could even come up with some guidelines for these folks to discuss at those meetings. 

Town Manager Ferguson said clearly, we need to address that issue; he might also add that the 
Town recognizes that we have some discrepancies in a number of areas of our code. He noted that 
this spring, when we get into the budget process, we are going to be talking to the Council about a 
total recodification. He explained that means all codes of the Town will be looked at; it might make 
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this whole thing a moot point once we get into that total recodification. He said you might have 
spent an awful lot of time and then 10 or 12 months from now, it is going to change through the 
recodification process. 

Commissioner Amon asked how what they have been talking about and working on could be 
incorporated into the new recoding. 

Town Manager Ferguson said when you do a recodification, every area of your code is looked at, 
and typically, what happens with these code companies is they will come in with a format that 
incorporates every area that you have got in your current code, plus, perhaps, even some suggested 
areas that the Town has not even thought of yet. He continued that they will give you that with 
consideration of modifications that you have made in your current code, and it is kind of a new 
starting point for everything. 

Al Boss said he thinks that is a good reason to move ahead with the code as we have got it written, 
because if it does not work in a relatively short time it sounds like, we can throw the whole thing 
out. 

Commissioner Church said to make this for 4-H; he does not think this code opens it up to the entire 
Town, just Suburban Ranch. 

Tracey Hess, Community Development, replied only SR. 

Commissioner Church responded so, it is not open to the whole Town. 

Town Manager Ferguson said we have to be careful about the terminology. He said Commissioner 
Church was correct; it is not for the entire Town meaning the geographical area. He explained that 
what we are talking about is it is to anybody not just 4-H people, but anybody who lives within that 
zone, they would be subject to the same conditions; they would not have to be a 4-H member. 

Commissioner Heaton commented that Tracey has the map on it; he thinks it is like 45% of the 
Town is Suburban Ranch. He said he thinks we have to have a plan, and the plan has to incorporate 
what the Town wants and what we are listening to here; we are listening to what the Town wants. 

Commissioner Heaton asked, as far as Commissioner Amon's statement, what would be wrong with 
having us look at it instead of using a subcommittee. Commissioner Heaton said we are the ones 
that have charged ourselves with this. 

There was a discussion dealing with the Commission and or a subcommittee reviewing the matter 
further. 

Commissioner Heaton commented that the Commission never qualified what the subcommittee had 
come up with on numbers; he said he thought it was the Commission's job to look at that. 

A gentleman from the audience asked what would be wrong with rather than naming ever single 
animal, going by weight and covering the whole spectrum creating categories based on weight. 
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Commissioner Heaton commented that the Commission should look at all the ways they can 
measure impact. 

Chairperson Collier said he thinks the consideration is whether you want fann animals next to a 
residential area and if the area the farm animals will be in is the right size. He said if you had a nice. 
residential and someone comes in on their one or two acres next to you and starts putting farm 
animals in, you might get some objections. He noted the Town might just designate certain areas in 
Town, not just zoning, but a certain section of Town for farm animals. 

Town Manager Ferguson said you could consider an overlay zone; that is something that many 
municipalities do, but then some of the 4-Hers might not be in the area where people could have 
animals. 

Commissioner Kuehl said where we stand now is 'A', define poultry and 'B', lessen the minimum

number of acres. 

Commissioner Heaton said he thought the point system would need to be looked at. 

Town Manager Ferguson explained that the point system was, in some fashion, an attempt to deal 
with this issue of a horse is larger than a chicken and so you do not allow as many; the points were 
assigned on that basis. He said as far as the 4-H and it applying to 4-H only, well, that is what we 
have now; that is our current code, except it says two acres, not one. He posed the question, does 
that address everybody else's concerns? He answered no; he does not think these issues are 
insurmountable, but he does believe that Commission Heaton is correct, we need to start grabbing a 
hold of each one individually and making a decision on it so that we have something that we can 
take to the Council. 

Town Manager Ferguson noted some questions that should be reviewed followed by a decision, 
were whether to stick with the point system and whether to lower the acreage from two to one. He 
said we need some clarification on the poultry issue under the proposed ordinance; under the 
existing ordinance, it is essentially covered. 

Chairperson Collier asked if the Commission could have an agenda with each one of these. 

Town Manager Ferguson answered yes. 

Commissioner Church asked if we need to split it between 4-H and the general public. 

Town Manager Ferguson said that is another way you can do it, but it becomes much more 
complicated. 

Tracey Hess, Community Development, said 4-H does not cover all animals. 

Commissioner Kuehl said ifwe have only had two or three complaints about animals in three years, 
maybe we are just beating this to death. 

Tracey Hess, Community Development, stated that there are more animals in the community than

you are aware of. 
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Commissioner Amon said she spent half a day looking for sign of animals in this Town and did not 
come up with one; the fact that they are here, and we do not know they are here, attests to the fact 
that they are being controlled and taken care of by their owners. 

Tracey Hess, Community Development, said there are people here who have Nubian goats, which 
are the second largest breed, and you do not know it unless you know who has them. She explained 
that the reason this ordinance has been brought forward is because these things are happening; they 
are not being complained about. 

There was a discussion of the 4-H animals in Town and that the animals must be raised with the 
children. 

Skip Gallup asked if the Commission has looked at what other towns have done in this situation in 
the three western counties in this state. 

There was a discussion of the towns the subcommittee looked at, and that the document that the 
subcommittee created went to the Town Attorney. 

Al Boss said the subcommittee looked at Camp Verde, and he suggested that someone call Camp 
Verde and see how it is going. He said that area is exactly the same biome as Quartzsite; they have 
residential people living right next to horses. 

Commissioner Church said someone had brought up that Parker is more like Quartzsite than Camp 
Verde. 

Sarah Boss told of her situation with her horses and that horses talk to each other quite loudly. The 
example was horses across the street from each other. 

Commissioner Heaton asked that it be considered that Quartzsite has been the way it is concerning 
allowing animals for thirty years. 

Chairperson Collier asked if staff could break down every part of what needs to be discussed. He 
noted that whatever the Commission comes up with, the Town Council can then decide what they 
want to do. 

There was a discussion of the great attendance of this meeting. 

Commissioner Amon moved to table the ordinance agenda item to the next Regular Planning and 
Zoning Commission Meeting, and Commissioner Church seconded the motion. 

Commissioner Kuehl noted that he would really like the agenda for the next meeting to be specific 
with nothing else on it. 

Vote: MOTION CARRIED (summary: Yes= 5). 
Yes: Chairperson Collier, Commissioner Kuehl, Commissioner Church, Commissioner Heaton, 
Commissioner Amon. 
Absent: Commissioner Dole 
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COMMUNICATIONS: 

4. Reports from the Chairperson on current events.

Chairperson Collier announced the next Hi Jolly Parade is next Saturday, January 12, 2019 with a 
party in the Park afterwards. 

5. Reports from the Commissioners on current events.

Commissioner Amon let everyone know that the elementary school in Town is selling ads for the 
yearbook to businesses and those who wish to congratulate the children or just give some words of 
encouragement to the kids with a donation to help cut down the cost of the yearbooks. 

Commissioner Kuehl said we have Commissioner seats open. 

There was a discussion of filling the vacant positions on the Commission. 

6. Reports from Town Manager to the Planning and Zoning Commission.

None. 

7. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS - Direction to staff regarding future agenda items.

Commissioner Heaton asked if the Commission was going to try to decide on the point system, the 
poultry issue and the acreage issue all in one meeting. 

Chairperson Collier said the staff will prepare the agenda. 

Town Manager Ferguson indicated that the agenda would be ready for all three, but if only one got 
done, the other two could be continued. 

Commissioner Church said he would like to open it up for discussion next time about holding the 
Commission meetings on the off-week between Council meetings at 6:00 p.m. 

Commissioner Heaton spoke about his thought that the Commission would not need audience 
participation as a special delineated issue at the next meeting. 

Chairperson Collier said we want to have public input on everything. 

There was a very brief discussion of holding a regular Commission meeting in January. 

Chairperson Collier moved to adjourn, and Commissioner Church seconded the motion. 

ADJOURNMENT: 7:36 p.m. 
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CERTIFICATION 

I hereby certify that the foregoing minutes are a true and correct copy of the minutes of the 
January 7, 2019 meeting of the Planning and Zoning Commission of the Town of Quartzsite, 
Arizona, held on January 7, 2019. 

I further certify that the meeting was duly called and held and that a quorum was present. 

DATED this /5-t/J-dayof Q(!,,11)i3££ 2019. 
' 

On behalf of the Commission, 

Planning and Zoning Commission 

Special Meeting 

Tina M. Abriani, Town Clerk 
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